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I open the Omega Portal again and I link with you, 
as I identify with my light energy self – and that is the 
beautiful body of light that each of you is. So, 
together, when we gather together there must be a 
great sphere of light that exists around us all. 
 
Now identify with your body of light and allow your 
physical body to be comfortable wherever you are 
listening to this message and come with me to 
reconnect into the Station of Light, coming directly 
into the receiving area with me. I feel as if I am 
gathering everyone in together with my arms open 
wide to receive you and bring you into this area and 
to this state of consciousness. This state of 
consciousness you can access in your times of 
meditation and that time when you are just about to 
go to sleep and as you come out of sleep again 
there is the receptive state when you can receive 
images or messages. In this area where we gather 
together, the purpose is to receive energy and 
information from the Beings within this vast Station 
of Light and they in turn are connected into many 
groups and many different planetary stations and 
areas of civilisation.  So, as I am ready now to open 
myself for the channelling, then perhaps you must 
make sure you are ready and open to receive.  

“Welcome indeed, Beloved, into this space. Orem 
initially addressing you and I perceive the different 
areas that you have come from. I perceive some of 
which you are carrying in your thoughts about 
events and conditions that you exist in, or which you 
observe around the planet. Some of you also have 
come in observing different changes which have 
become apparent in your greater universe in the 
planetary systems around your Earth station, so 
many of you are very well connected into the energy 
grid and the streams of information coming through 
to you.  The information is not just in written or 
spoken word. It does come in in the form of images 
and impulses and of course, all that we consider to 
be, and give to you as concepts, which you in turn 
interpret and are able to understand and accept and 
perhaps respond to, in particular ways.  
 
Many of you are great creators and initiate change, 
even in ways around your personal environment 
and some of you indeed initiate change on a greater 
scale for many other people. All of this is important 
and relevant to your individual purpose. Around that 
greater purpose and intention is the underlying 
connectedness into universal creation and 
expression as it is helping the evolutionary process 
that Earth is going through. You are all well aware 
of this with significant changes in the Earth and also 
changes happening in your governing centres, 
governing bodies, that many of you focus upon. 
Others of you are focussing within this sphere of 
light and intention that we bring through to you. This 
allows you to bring through all that you align with 
from your point of origin and that will be creating 
change.  
 
So, as we perceive you, we are drawing you as an 
individual to be with us and passing through a series 
of panels, some of which are similar to 
instrumentation which would assess your energy 
field as you pass through it. Some of it is to direct 
you into particular units available here with whom 
you work – units being groups of Beings. Over all – 
overview of all – is the Council of Light in attendance 
here for Earth planetary station. 
 

We acknowledge there have been many beams of 
energy coming through to assist the stabilisation of 
Earth and also to support those of you in need and 
also with the intention of opening your awareness 
and your consciousness fields. You must be aware 
that together, when you have the intention, you can 
create change and all of this embodies information 
coming to you now to give you precise elements 
within you activated already and some still to be 
activated, which allow you to resonate with 
particular areas, perhaps particular coordinates you 
might feel, and some of those are to do with location 
on the planetary Earth grid and some are 
coordinates to do with dimensional shifts and 
changes.  
 
These are what we are focusing on in this session, 
so being drawn together into the presence of the 
Council of Light – they are showing many of you 
these dimensional intersections and those unfold to 
allow many of you to present yourself into the 
necessary aspects of creation. To do this involves a 
process of releasing from your light energy bodies 
presented here, the patterns which are still 
appropriate for your introduction in the Earth 
process and environment. We are bringing you 
back into a core element of your presence and 
beingness here.  
 
We are able to do this in this transmission because 
we have around the particular vehicle at the 
moment presenting this to you, a clear space, so we 
are focusing directly on the information aimed at a 
higher group of Beings drawn into this 
communication and some of these Beings are 
already stationed here within this Station of Light. 
Therefore, there has been a separation within your 
grouping here and already we are addressing in 
multi layers many of you who have come into this 
presentation.  
 
Those of you who have come aligned from the Earth 
station are already being changed and your light 
body frequency is being harmonised with what is 
available here, so you may also be experiencing 
moving into a clearer state of consciousness here, 



 

feeling yourself to be absolutely in tune with the 
aspect of energy frequency upon you here.  
 
There is in creation, in manifestation, but in a higher 
state of manifestation than what is usually visible to 
your knowingness and your eyes, particular energy 
systems and places that have been created, 
separate to this Station of Light. What we refer to 
are particular stations which are connected and 
earthed into the Earth energy grid. They are 
maintaining a structure of light and communication 
around the planet. These are strengthening in their 
vibration and intensity and some are activated and 
they will create clear pockets of energy which will be 
termed, in your terminology, as safe places. Many 
of these will be expanded to include vast areas upon 
your planet. You can seek out these places, not with 
your usual searching and technology, but from your 
activated heart energy centre which has been 
expanded and this brought into you the strength and 
energy frequency of the crystalline energy. That 
helps you resonate with these particular light 
stations grounded within the Earth. They are also 
connected into the greater city of light existing 
around the planet.  
 
By your intention, and of course that intention 
includes raising your energy frequency to resonate 
with the crystalline frequency, this draws you into 
these spaces we refer to. Experience this now. It is 
in a different form to how we have introduced you 
into the crystalline energy civilisation. There are 
multi dimensions even in that.  
 
We are assessing you in this process to evaluate 
what is needed to be changed within you and also 
to assess the specific areas you would respond to. 
In turn this means you respond to different Beings 
who are coming into your planet to assist. You will 
understand from this that there are many steps 
involved in the change occurring around you. This 
is presented to you both to help you adjust to the 
higher frequency and also to reassure you about the 
process specifically for you and for those Beings 
you resonate with in a loving way. And you help 
each other. 
 

Now, this has been intense and I am withdrawing 
you from the presence of the Council of Light and 
the Star Beings involved in that and together, we 
accompany you back into the receiving area of the 
Station.  I have a Being here making himself known 
to you. 

Orem  out “ 

 
“Su Yan Ra here, Beloved. I reach out a hand to 
connect with you all and I surround you in the 
energy you may respond to it as an energy shielding 
around you and this is helping to clear out of your 
individual energy fields as a being in human form, 
some of the energy which disturbs the layers which 
protect you but which also connect you into the 
Cities of Light. I have been coming forward to some 
of you who have been sensing my presence as a tall 
blue being with you and I am with some of you for 
that purpose of keeping your energy field clear and 
strong of the disturbances in the natural electro 
magnetic energy field. You have your own natural 
energy field and this can become increasingly 
disturbed by what is available around your 
environments.  
 
Draw around you this energy that I touch you with. 
Feel that it creates a shield around you now and this 
will also help protect you, because we have cleared 
out the previous amount  and be assured that this 
allows the higher energy frequencies of light to 
come into you that are natural for your processes.  
 
I am speaking to you both here in your light body 
consciousness and in your physicality awareness. 
There is adjustment occurring also for many of you, 
because your core energy field becomes blocked at 
times and I am able to clear that now, for many of 
you.   
 
My presence has assisted you in this way in this 
meeting and I withdraw.  I thank you. “ 
 

 
 
 

Lani speaking again and I thank Su Yan Ra and 
Orem and all other Beings who have been with us, 
with the Council of Light. So much has been 
presented to us in this session, but I am sure you 
will retain the experience. 
 
I am also aware as I bring you to be fully conscious 
of this receiving area and also fully conscious that 
you are moving back to align with your physical 
body again, that there has been a shift occur in your 
core energy essence, which I relate to as being 
parallel to your spine. It is through this link that your 
light body consciousness reconnects into the layers 
of your physicality and before you become fully 
conscious of your body, be aware of your light body. 
 
Now I am closing the Omega Portal on this 
transmission so please be fully aware of your 
surroundings and the current time and day. You 
may also retain the memory of the light stations 
connected in the Earth, just like great tall, high 
spires going well up into the atmosphere, glistening 
and glowing with light energy. There is much to 
remember from this session. 
 
Thank you for taking part in this experience, I trust 
it will fill you with strength and light and health in 
every way. 
 

Thank you 

Lani 
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